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applause in a single sustained roar.A assembled B concentrated C

mingled D permeated 2. The fuel of the continental missile is

supposed to be by this device.来源：www.examda.com A ignited B

lighted C fired D inspired 3. There is supposed to be a safety which

makes it impossible for trains to collide.A appliance B accessory C

machine D mechanism 来源：www.examda.com 4. Clark felt his in

one of the most dramatic medical experiments of all time was worth

the suffering he underwent.A appreciation B participation C

presentation D apprehension5.If you don’t the children properly,

Mr.Chiver ,they’ll just run riot.A mobilize B warrant C manipulate

D supervise 6 please don’t by his offensive remarks since he is

merely trying to attract attention .A distracted B disregarded C

irritated D intervened 7.If the world is to remain peaceful ,the utmost

effort must be made by nations to limit local .A collisions B combats

C contradictions D conflicts 8. These areas rely on agriculture almost

, having few mineral resources and a minimum of industrial

development .A respectively B extraordinarily C incredibly D

exclusively 9 In spite of the economic forecasts , manufacturing

output has risen slightly.A gloomy B miserable C shadowy D obscure

10. Mary once with another musician to compose a piece of pop

music .A merged B collaborated C coincided D constituted 11.

Movie directors use music to the action on the screen .A



contaminate B compliment C complement D contemplate 12. We

should make a clear between the two scientific terms for the purpose

of our discussion .A separation B discrimination C deviation D

distinction 13. Some children display an curiosity about every new

thing they encounter.A incredible B infectious C incompatible D

inaccessible 14. Grain production in the world is ,but still millions go

hungry .A soaring B staggering C shrinking D suspecting 来源

：www.examda.com 15.They have always regarded a man of and

fairness as a reliable friend.A robustness B temperament C integrity D

compactness 16. The suspect that he had not been in the

neighbouthood at the time of the crime .A advocated B alleged C

addressed D announced 17. Depression is often caused by the effects

of stress and overwork . A total B increased C terrific D cumulative

18.The medicine his pain but did not cure his illness.A mediated B

deteriorated C activated D alleviated19 Because a degree from a good

university is the means to a better job , education is one of the most

areas in Japanese life ..A sophisticated B competitive C considerate D

superficial 20. The terrorists might have planted a bomb on a plane in

Athens , set to when it arrived in New York .A go off B get off C

come off D carry off 21. popular belief that classical music is too

complex , it achieves a simplicity that only a genius can create .A

Subject to B Contrary to C Familiar to D Similar to 22. Although cats

cannot see in complete darkness their eyes are much more to light

than are human eyes .A glowing B brilliant C sensitive D gloomy

23.No one imagined that the apparently businessman was really a

criminal.A respective B respectable C respectful D realistic 来源



：www.examda.com 24.A visitor to a museum today would notice

changes in the way museums are operated.A cognitive B rigorous C

conspicuous D exclusive 25.I was deeply impressed by the hostess’s

and enjoyed the dinner party very much.A hostility B indignation C

hospitality D humanity 26. It is very strange but I had an that the

plane would crash.A inspiration B intuition C imagination D

incentive 27. Some educators try to put students of similar abilities

into the class because they believe this kind of grouping is advisable

.A instantaneous B homogeneous C spontaneous D anonymous 28.

The automatic doors in supermarkets the entry and exit of customers

with shopping carts .A furnish B induce C facilitate D allocate29.Her

interest in redecorating the big house kept her for a whole week.A

constrained B dominated C restricted D occupied 30. To help

students understand how we see , teachers often draw an between an

eye and a camera.A image B analogy C imitation D axis 来源
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